BROOKLYN COLLEGE
MORRISVILLE UNIT OF THE SUMMER SESSION

REGULATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS ON SOCIAL LIFE AT MORRISVILLE

REMINDERS:

Girls must arrange in advance with the Dean of their dormitory for engagements with men other than the students in our Project Group.

Girls leaving the campus for any reason must sign the book for that purpose which is made available in the front hall of each hall.

Students have been cautioned that arrangements must be made in advance for any out of town guest and have been requested to discourage visiting because the village is crowded and because visitors do interfere with field work and study.

Quiet hours and closing hours are clearly explained on the circular which was distributed at the recent "Girls' Meeting." Students were cautioned to keep the circular for reference and to read it carefully. Every member of the campus group will be held accountable under these rules whether or not she is enrolled in any class.

Dishes and milk bottles may not be taken from the cafeteria except by special permit signed by the nurse or the dean of the dormitory.

GUIDELINES:

Parents, relatives and friends cannot visit in large numbers. The village cannot accommodate them. All arrangements must be completed through Miss Barnes at least forty-eight hours in advance of the proposed visit. Parents may be served one dinner in the cafeteria provided that reservations for them have been made with Miss Barnes at least forty eight hours in advance. Other guests may not be taken to the cafeteria.

Students should not absent themselves from classes or field work to entertain visitors. Visitors are cordially invited to the Friday Evening Assemblies. Take your guests with you! Don't stay home to entertain!

Parcel Post:

The large volume of parcel post coming to the campus must be reduced if any delivery service is continued. Morrisville Post Office does not have parcel post delivery comparable to that in the city. All delivery is a favor extended to you by members of the staff. Discourage the sending of packages and caution the family to send small packages rather than large ones.

TELEPHONE CALLS:

Civilians have been repeatedly requested not to use the long distance telephone lines unnecessarily. Social calls to New York are non-cooperative activities in the war effort. This area is a defense area. Our calls go through defense industry exchanges to New York. Limit calls to emergency calls. Request your family to do likewise. "Reverse charge calls" should be made from Belaya by women students leaving the little office downtown free for men students and townpeople. Explain to your parents that you were not be called from the field for "urgent" calls but that they should give an "urgent message" to the faculty member available for delivery to you.

The Weekend: Students interested in planning a suitable program for our recreation for the coming weekend (July 24-25) are urged to give their names to Miss Barnes immediately. This request is necessary because no permanent social committee representing all groups on the campus has been formed.

FIELD ABSENCE:

All students who do not go to the field must be included in the nurse's report for the day. Beginning Thursday morning, July 22 such students will enter their names in a book provided in Brooks near the door to the cafeteria. A friend may sign for you if you are not well enough to go to breakfast. All students must either (a) report to the nurse before 7:30 A.M. or remain in their rooms until the nurse calls. The nurse will begin her calls directly after her office hour.